Langford Lowfields reserve

Trent and Tame River Valleys
An amazing place for people
and for wildlife

Giggling youngsters pond dipping and
bug hunting, families relaxing in riverside
meadows serenaded by curlews and
lapwings, and eels wriggling in ditches...
welcome to the future of the Trent and
Tame river valleys.

Our work so far

It is only by working together that we
can ensure nature has a home in the
Trent and Tame area long into the future.
We have built close relationships with a
number of landowners, local authorities,
conservation groups and government
agencies to deliver large-scale
conservation projects.

The Trent, Britain’s third largest river,
meanders across an area of nearly 190
miles, from the Tame in the heart of the
Midlands to the Humber, influencing
the lives of more than six million people
on the way. These epic waterways, their
associated rivers, floodplains, connected
farmed land and communities are at the
centre of our Futurescape. We must
protect and enhance these special places
for future generations to enjoy.

The Central Rivers Initiative (CRI), covering
the area between Tamworth and Burton
upon Trent, is one such vital partnership.
We are also working together with Natural
England, mineral planning authorities and
other partners to enhance the ecological
network through essential quarry
restoration work. These activities are
enabled by our partnership with Nature
After Minerals (afterminerals.com).

Our vision is to create a wetland corridor
from Birmingham to the Humber that is
rich in nature and an inspirational place to
live, work and visit. By working together
to improve this landscape, we can provide
a haven for birds and other wildlife in the
face of a changing climate. Marsh harriers,
bitterns and avocets will breed once again,
and salmon and eels will thrive in our
rivers. All kinds of amphibians, bats, water
voles and wetland plants will also benefit
from restored habitats.

Highly successful partnership projects
on our reserves have helped to create
conservation flagships, which will both
inspire and help to drive change. We are
working with Lafarge Tarmac at Langford
Lowfields, the Environment Agency at
Beckingham Marshes and Hanson at
Middleton Lakes. Heritage Lottery Funding
has also helped to provide vital financial
support for the Tame Valley Wetlands
Landscape Partnership, which sits
between Birmingham and Tamworth.

But people will benefit too. Increased
recreational resources will improve the
health and well-being of residents and
visitors alike. Local communities will be
able to take a more active role in their
natural surroundings through local
decision-making and volunteering.

The northern part of our Futurescape is
an area where farmland birds thrive and
it provides a focus for our farmland work.
We work closely with farmers to give
advice on wildlife-friendly farming and
provide bird surveys in the Isle of Axholme
and Idle Farmland Advice Focus Area.
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Trent and Tame
“ I farm land by the River Trent and
Coombes
VALLEYS &
the RSPB were very helpful in COOMBES & CHURNET
Churnet Valleys
advising and supporting me on a
Higher Level Scheme to include
over-winter stubbles, spring
fallow and wild bird cover crops.
We have tree sparrows,
yellowhammers and skylarks on
the farm and hopefully we’ll attract
lapwings. Some of my land is
next to the developing reserve at
Langford Lowfields and it’s been
LICHFIELD
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fantastic to see the site progress
and watch marsh harriers hunting
over the reedbed.”
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What’s next?

We hope to increase the number of important partnerships we
have with local landowners, businesses and communities to
continue creating vital wildlife habitats and homes for nature
on former mineral sites, as well as our three nature reserves.
Crucially, water management will be an increasing issue across
this landscape in the years to come. We need to protect
homes from flooding and supply water for farming in ways
that are beneficial for wildlife, as well as people.
It is time to restore these river valleys and reconnect them to
their surrounding communities.

The Trent and Tame river valleys Futurescapes
project is kindly supported by:

Get in touch

We want to hear your ideas about how we can work
together to make the Trent and Tame river valleys even
better for people and wildlife.
RSPB Conservation Officer
Carl Cornish
The RSPB Midlands Regional Office
46 The Green, South Bar, Banbury,
OX16 9AB
T 07850 722835
E carl.cornish@rspb.org.uk

Natura 2000 – Europe’s
nature for you. We are
working together across the
EU to safeguard Europe’s rich
and diverse natural heritage
for the benefit of all
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Futurescapes is
generously supported
by the EU Life+
Communications
Programme

The RSPB is a member
of BirdLife International,
a partnership of conservation
organisations working to give
nature a home around the world
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